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Managed Print Services improve the core business
It’s never been cheaper to loose money in printing. Printer and similar hardcopy device (multifunctional devices,
faxes etc.) along with toner, ink and/or click prices are continuously going down. Hardcopy documents are said
to be of less and less importance. So, why should anybody in
“The average annual document costs are about
any company make any effort to tightly control and effectively
manage the printer fleet?
5% of an enterprise’s revenue”
source: IDC
Reality reveals a different picture: printing more and more
becomes an issue for companies’ optimization initiatives. First, because printing is one of the last domains in
which enterprise IT governance finds substantial potential for improvement. Only a couple of years ago the
former “copier” has actually been added to IT
“The typical unmanaged environment has 2 users per
management’s responsibilities. It has officially become
hardcopy device”
source: Photizo Group
part of the “output peripherals” which the “ordinary”
printer belongs to since long. All of sudden, there is joint
view on the complete device fleet which provokes questioning if it
“Most companies could reduce their printing costs by
really meets the company’s business needs – or rather the
10 to 30%”
source: Gartner
individual inclinations of many single users. “Right-sizing” is the
keyword driving optimization projects in this respect.
Second, it comes to mind what it means to operate an organically grown fleet of “cheap buys”. What has long
become strategy for providing the workers with PC workstations is now sought to be applied for printers and
other output peripherals, too. Always buying the same limited set of models might bring higher purchase prices.
But savings in administrating and supporting, in building internal know how of users and user helpdesk staff, of
unifying commercial processes are more than
“23% of help-desk calls are printer related” source: IDC
justifying. This is a fact that only controlling
external spending will rather likely never reveal. An
internal or external consultant will be needed to deeply look into the related process cost to identify whether it’s
cheaper to work with one professional service provider or to burden
“For every €1 spent on printing, you need another €9
each business unit with doing their own analysis and optimizing their
to manage it
source: ALL Associates Group
individual sub-targets.
Third, most of the work in a modern company is related to or even based on documents, be they hardcopy or
electronic. When which form is used and at which point in any given business process a document is converted
from electronic to hardcopy (=printed) makes a difference. Are processes to pass documents along the process
line efficient? Is archiving and retrieval foolproof?
Can we avoid loss of money associated with
“The average worker spends 150 hours/year seeking
loosing control of or access to important
incorrectly filed documents”
source: Infotrends
documents? How can business processes be
made safe and efficient at the same time? This is where external expertise in handling documents supports any
company in doing better what it exists for: a profitable core business.
And fourth, printing causes an environmental impact starting from paper use over electric power consumption
to carbon footprint related to producing, delivering, implementing and operating the printer fleet. Yes,
optimization is possible here, too. Using the right
“67% of enterprises are implementing environmental
equipment is important, using it the right way even
programs”
source: Gartner
more. State-of-the-art equipment supports green
company policies by technology, design, and by
functionality. State-of-the-art managed print services providers support their customers in making their staff
actually change behaviour.

But how do companies get into such an unfavourable position?

Let’s imagine an absolutely average mid-size company with roughly 500 employees, half of them working in
offices the other half in production, transportation or as field staff. This could be an independent forwarder as
well as a national subsidiary of a world-class manufacturer or a mid-sized bank.
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This company has gone through varying economical situations during the last years with alternating phases of
growth and reduction. Based on that, management has a midterm business horizon with strong focus on daily
cost control and cost reduction. This is also true for their policies regarding printers, copiers and similar
equipment – which means: In order to save money, management stopped any new activity or projects related to
IT and/or output peripherals, new printers and MFD are purchased only if absolutely necessary, with the clear
order to buy the cheapest available model meeting the functional requirements.
This approach to saving money produces the opposite result. How?
1.

When a printing device is needed any functional manager uses his authorization to decide on “low
value” purchases. A clear picture of the inevitable external running cost in terms of toner or ink and
maintenance needs a level of analysis that is rarely applied for these cheap devices.
⇒ Consequence:
purchasing costs are optimized but total (external) costs are exploding because…
a) the cheapest printers usually have the most expensive consumables
b) only by luck the optimal device for the printing needs is selected, so many of them do
not work at their technical and commercial optimum load

2.

Always selecting the actual “best buy” results in an organically growing fleet, composed of a great
variety of manufacturers and models.
⇒ Consequence:
indirect (hidden) cost are exploding because…
a) a high variety of consumables and maintenance activities has to be ordered from
different sources which leads to many disparate handling processes in the course of
ordering and receiving goods as well as approving and booking invoices.
b) many different kinds of toner and ink cartridges are stored in informal storage places,
adding to uncontrollable high amounts of bound capital. In the worst case a
substantial number of cartridges becomes redundant and must be trashed when a
printer is replaced with a new buy.
c) the internal user support (IT administration) has to deal with many differing models
and has to build knowledge about a broad variety of technologies which seriously
affects support quality.
d) users are dealing with different operation modes and philosophies. That’s why they
loose a lot of productive time whenever they cannot use their “home printer”.

3.

The simplest and easiest policy choice creates an unmanaged and uncontrolled development of
infrastructure. If or not a department or cost centre is successful in decreasing or at least limiting
printing related cost is almost impossible to analyze.
⇒ Consequence:
any attempt to improve the situation is frustratingly unsuccessful because …
a) even establishing basic facts as a correct list of printing assets already requires high
manual effort.
b) gaining a full overview of total cost is a thorough research work due to the disparate
sources of data as well as the high variety of contracting and purchasing models.
c) correct assigning cost becomes a “mission impossible”, let alone analyzing business
related printing needs versus available printing services on the basis of the given
infrastructure.

Many small inefficiencies lead to many small losses of productive time and money and add up to an incredibly
high amount of unnecessary expenses.
And now, in this situation, imagine that the national government, based on EU legislation, requests each
company to first control, then manage, and in the end reduce their environmental impact (not only, but also) with
their printing.
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That’s where Konica Minolta can help client’s business with Optimized Print Services

When a company or agency decides to enter into an Optimized Print Services (OPS) engagement with Konica
Minolta they will get:
⇒

Full transparency on fleet and service performance
This means for clients…
… full understanding of the actual situation, clear picture of the optimization to be achieved, and,
later during operation, permanent maximal control – all based on facts and figures.

⇒

Print (document imaging) infra-structure and services that fit business needs like a glove
This means for clients …
… optimal printing, document processing and document handling functionality and services with
minimized total cost of ownership (TCO) – including indirect, hidden process cost.

⇒

Carefully managed transition with 360° view
This means for clients …
… minimal risk, minimal interference with daily business operation, and maximal acceptance
from users and all major stakeholders, when the infrastructure is migrated to the optimized
solution.

⇒

One source – one provider – single point of accountability for all models and makes
This means for clients …
… most efficient administrative processes with minimal resource needs and management
overhead – minimal risk related to externals entering the client’s premises

⇒

Active adaptation of assets, services, and TCO to changing business needs during operation
This means for clients …
… maximal continuity, reliability, and control with minimal headache about a trustworthy longterm partnership

⇒

Manufacturer as a partner with clear focus on and high investment in permanent innovation
This means for clients …
… that automatically they remain on top of the technological and organizational development in
the market place
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Konica Minolta’s OPS concept
Optimized Print Services means that Konica Minolta is combining all their hard- and software products, services
and expertise to deliver what is the exact optimum of print service for each customer. This rests on three major
pillars – Consult–Implement–Manage – each of them composed of three components.
Usually, engagement with the customer starts with exactly understanding the situation and the target. On basis
of precise figures and optimized solution is developed, proposed, and finally mutually agreed. This is OPS
Consult – and we do this in defined procedures always using the appropriate powerful tools. Capture–
Analyze–Optimize allows the client to understand every single step on the way to their tailor-made solution.
Next, OPS Implement is more than just installing the new print solution; it also offers any aspect of change
management to the extent wanted by the customer. This includes dedicated project management in accordance
with recognized standards as well as support for appropriate involvement of and promotion to internal
stakeholders and users. With Project–Change–Inform+Train companies benefit from the strong direct
organization and the experience of the market leader
Finally, OPS Manage offers a scalable portfolio of services to run and manage the fleet. Tailored to individual
needs and requirements, Konica Minolta can complement existing IT services, take over full operational
responsibility, or anything in between. Clients select from Operate–Monitor–Improve the pieces that fit into
their business process outsourcing (BPO) strategy and policy. Their management will at the same time get the
instruments and controls to be in the driver’s seat at all times.
These are the fundamental pillars of OPS, but not the end of it – the opposite is true: OPS Improve closes the
circle and moves Konica Minolta’s engagement forward to continuous improvement. They provide insightful
reports and offer regular review meetings for discussing further optimization proposals. These might reflect
lessons learned from previous operation periods as well as changed requirements along the client’s business
development.
We’ve now seen that Konica Minolta OPS forms a circle – and a circle does not have just one starting point.
Instead of entering into an engagement with Konica Minolta by executing a full scale OPS consult and
subsequently a full deployment of a new fleet, a customer might also opt for a smoother approach. This could
start with OPS Monitor for the complete actual device fleet – not only Konica Minolta devices, but all makes and
models. Konica Minolta takes over the management and operation to the extent fitting into the client’s current IT
service policies. At the same time, the data base is generated for identifying the right areas AND the right timing
for designing and implementing optimized solutions step-by-step.
rd

Now, let’s move further into the 3 dimension. So far, we have explored the first area or layer of OPS which is
Fleet. This comes across natural for a printer manufacturer. Konica Minolta is seen as an expert for turning
electronic documents into hardcopies and, since a decade, converting paper documents into electronic ones
using the excellent scanning capabilities of their hardware products. Over the last years, however, Konica
Minolta proved in many customer engagements: they have built substantial expertise in the electronic parts of
the document life cycle, too.
Based on that expertise, the OPS engagement might enter the next layer; OPS Process. Here, the same circle
of Consult–Implement–Manage is under gone. The target: add new value and realize more potential efficiency
wins to any of the client’s business processes that are closely linked to documents. These could be around
document distribution, document storage and management as well as document production. Practical
examples:
⇒ internal distribution of incoming mail
⇒ document based more-step approval processes like with incoming invoices
⇒ forwarding and delivery processes using sets of copies as shipping documents
⇒ combined management and printing of different document formats, e.g. in electronic health records
⇒ on-demand production of bigger documents like manuals or training material
⇒ all sorts of cost allocation and cost control related to printing
⇒ supporting and enforcing print policies intended to control cost and/or environmental impact
⇒ follow-me printing, secure printing, scan-to-home functionality and similar process improvements
⇒ and more…
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The OPS circle turns into the
OPS spiral – and moves on to the next
layers (or areas):

consult
consult

implement
FLEET
PROCESS
FLEET
FINANCE
PROCESS
SECURITY
FINANCE

implement

SECURITY

manage
manage

OPS Finance offers different
purchasing and leasing options as well as
various contract models. On this level the
aim is to integrate existing and new
contracts into a single transparent
financial plan. At the same time Konica
Minolta uses their financial expertise to
design the best solution for the client’s
situation.
OPS Security designs and
implements IT and information security
solutions, from user authentication and
data-safe hard disk handling of disposed
devices to complex network security
requirements. On the client’s request
Konica Minolta strongly supports their
data protection and related compliance
requirements.

The OPS concept includes
comprehensive engagement from Konica Minolta’s as well as from our client’s side. Each aspect is scalable and
customizable. Konica Minolta throws in their best practice experience to completely understand starting point
and target together with their clients and develop the best possible solution. The attitude is: be ready for
learning jointly and improving continuously; aim for long-term engagement; ideally, move forward jointly to new
areas of mutual benefit which are not yet described or even known.
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How Konica Minolta OPS works in practice – a walk through
Initiating the OPS engagement
For the Konica Minolta OPS consultant the task starts with understanding the pain points and jointly defining the
sets of targets as precisely as possible. At a size of e.g. 10 – 150 users, this would be part of the general presales discussion. In bigger projects involving various locations, divisions, and or stakeholders Konica Minolta
usually dedicates a half or full day workshop to reaching this common understanding.
The set of objectives may vary from client to client. Quite more often this is true for the weight given to each
single target. The core aims revolve around:
⇒ lowering direct total cost of ownership
⇒ precisely providing the level of print service needed at each single site, building, floor, department
⇒ lowering indirect cost around document handling, or saving work time of our client’s staff
⇒ controlling and lowering the environmental impact of printing
Above discussion usually includes preliminarily fixing the principles of optimization applied to reach the agreed
targets. From easy to complex, this can include: Provider Consolidation, Workgroup Consolidation,
Functional Consolidation, Fleet Administration Efficiency through Process Automation, Manageability and
Continuous Optimization, Corporate Print Rules and Policies.
Furthermore, the level and procedure of OPS Consult must be determined. The investment for consultancy
services must be weighed against the expected savings and service improvements. In most cases the data
capture includes interviewing users and IT administration staff. On the one hand this must be prepared and
announced officially by the client’s management. On the other hand, these interviews create an excellent
opportunity to actively explain and promote the print optimization project to the customer’s staff. When well
designed and executed, the client and Konica Minolta can build the decisive portion of user acceptance and
support in this very early stage. When thinking about the cost of resistance (as compared to support) by 1.000
single users to e.g. removing most of the desktop printers, this is certainly worth investing a couple of man-days
into diligently designing the interview guide for the Konica Minolta output analysts.
All agreements are written down and signed of. This makes all expectations transparent, gives the needed
authority to start the joint project, and prevents misunderstandings inevitably leading to disappointments.
OPS Consult
Understanding needs facts which Konica Minolta collects with OPS Capture. The consultant might use a “Rapid
Assessment Key” (RAK) – a USB-stick-based application collecting all networked printing devices and their life
counters from any server in the client’s IT network – without leaving any installed software or traces other than
in temporary log files. This gives a snapshot overview – good, but far from perfect. For an entry level
assessment in small fleet a second snapshot 4-6 weeks later might already establish a database that allows an,
admittedly shallow, analysis. The rough direction of optimization can be determined regarding rather obvious
opportunities for improvement.
Usually a physical site walk combined with
interviewing users is necessary to establish the
true picture of the actual status and
requirements. The accurateness and level of
insights vary, of course, with the agreed
coverage (percentage of users to be interviewed)
and depth (number of questions, explorative
nature of questions) of the interviews.
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For exactly understanding the asset structure and its current utilization, there’s no way around an initial
monitoring. With the “Data Collector Agent” (DCA) as the local part of the OPS Backbone Suite we supervise
the fleet for a period of 4-6 weeks and discover all patterns of utilization including weekly or monthly peaks and
downs, over- and under utilization of singles devices, and “trouble-maker” devices in the current fleet. Finally,
we only the complete actual cost basis: existing leasing/rental and service contracts, device and consumable
orders and invoices, additional service cost, depreciation policies and internal interest rates, and similar
information.
Now, everything is ready for OPS Analyze, for creating the current costs calculation to transparently point out
the cost structure. On the client’s request, the consultant creates floor plans to visualize the actual situation.
Later, he works at his desk for preparing a report that gives the client the full picture, presents it to the decider
(team), explains, answer all questions, takes the client’s advice and adjust the analysis until it is accepted on
both sides. Only when this agreement is
reached the process can go forward to the
next step.
Total cost of printing
Column 1.

Column 2.
Asset
number

Location

Building 1, 3rd floor,
room No. 312
…
…

001

Column 3.

Device model

HP LJ 5N
…
…

Column 4. Column 5. Column 6. Column 7. Column 8. Column 9. Column 10.
Monthly
Monthly
Cost per
Cost per
Monthly
Monthly
Monthly
print
print
printout
printout
cost
cost
cost
B&W
Colour
B&W
Colour
B&W
Colour
total
4 000

4 000

0,00

0,00

680,00

680,00

1.360,00

…
…

…
…

…
…

…
…

43 780

3 000

…
…
23 287
[EUR]

…
…
8 037
[EUR]

…
…
31 324
[EUR]

In OPS Optimize the consultant identifies a
product portfolio and deployment solution
that best meets the agreed target set and prioritized optimization principles. Designing the future solution
includes creating floor plans of the future fleet lay-out, if the client wants. This might result in one final proposal
to be presented and approved in one meeting or, in bigger projects, site-by-site or building-by-building
presentations reaching the finally accepted solution in several iterations.
Total

The OPS Consult Green Module constitutes an additional perspective. As the environmental impact is
composed of many aspects, a strong fundament must be laid in Konica Minolta’s general strategy:
Konica Minolta is committed to being a positive contributor to the environment and does everything to
collaborate on waste disposal and minimizing the ecologic impact. As a manufacturer of office devices, optical
instrument and chemicals, one of their core interests is to analyze the environmental impact of their products
during the whole lifecycle – from product design over product distribution to use at the customer's site. Konica
Minolta strives to develop new ways to reduce environmental impact, save energy, reduce waste and promote
recycling at any time of the product life cycle. Their devices are supervised by different energy saving
programs, accredited with „Energy Star“ and „Blauer Engel“ to keep the environmental impact on a low level.
Against this background the OPS consult part analyzes and
Carbon foot print – annual CO2 production in tons
optimizes the energy consumption and CO214000
production.

12000
Toner; 934

For generating the concrete optimization proposal, the
consultant builds on that basis. He adds the client’s actual
print volumes distributed over the respective devices,
calculates power, toner, and paper consumption for the
actual and the optimized fleet and visualizes the change in
carbon footprint.

10000

Paper; 7211
6000
Paper; 5768,8
4000

2000

Well, an accurate analysis involves a huge amount of work
here. It must be decided in the single case how much
should be invested in regards to the importance of the
environmental optimization target.

Toner; 653,8

8000

Power; 3568
Power; 2247,84

0
Before

After
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OPS Implement
In small engagements with up to 15 A3 devices plus a number of A4 devices the physical rollout can usually be
done by standard processes. For bigger migrations Konica Minolta proposes to establish a joint project team
with one dedicated project manager for
the complete, and if need be an on-site
rollout manager for the big and complex
locations. Based on best practice
expertise, this is the only way to minimize
interference with and frictions of
everyday business processes.
A Konica Minolta project manager
prepares
the
migration
project,
establishes the joint project management
structure in collaboration with the client’s
project owner, plans and schedules or
necessary activities, controls and reports
progress versus the joint project board (steering committee), and provides alternative routes to reach the targets
in case of deviations. On request, Konica Minolta provides a certified project manager.
Testing requirements of the proposed device portfolio have to be evaluated based on the printing requirements.
Given that users print from standard office applications using PCL5 or higher or PS2 or higher, sufficient quality
assurance can usually be achieved with the standard 4 week test period. On the other hand, customer specific
standard settings to be applied for all new devices might induce higher test efforts, even more so, if the client
uses generic or rarely used applications from which data must be printed.
The devices will be delivered “ready-to-install”, pre-configured to the agreed settings, and integrated into the
network. The settinsgs are usually tailored to the individual customer’s requirements for enforcing a given set of
“Principles for Managed Print Services”. E.g. the default settings for any printing device could be “secure print”,
“duplex print”, and “greyscale print” (on colour devices).
The monitoring software will automatically discover the devices and send their data to the central server.
Necessary location and key user data will be registered and/or confirmed on implementation and fed to the
database in the background. It is recommended that in advance local IT managers prepare key user
assignments per device location (for basic trouble-shooting and/or toner delivery reception + substitutes) in
order to assure smooth transition. Konica Minolta can supply forms/lists accordingly.
Specifically if it is intended to reduce (locally attached) desktop printers to the absolute necessary minimum, it
yields high benefit to run an internal information campaign prior to the migration project, using e.g. flyers and
intra-net based information sheets. These should underline the objectives of the OPS implementation, give
positive information about the optimized printer and MFD fleet, and advertise the enhanced functionality. Along
with this, short versions of the user manuals adapted to
above mentioned specific default settings should be
communicated in advance. For bigger locations or sites
Konica Minolta proposes an additional general information
event for all employees.
On deployment Konica Minolta staff will usually make a
short on-site introduction to utilizing the deployed devices,
using the above mentioned short user manuals as
documentation and reminder. Optional, Konica Minolta can
offer our web-based user training material as a
continuously available, virtual training (and re-training)
opportunity. After deployment key users and internal IT
staff can on client’s request receive formal training on the
complete functionality of the devices and drivers, basic
trouble shooting, and operation support processes and
contacts.
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OPS Manage
From day 1 of any operative device under contract we will provide full break-fix service, maintenance, and toner
delivery as a part of OPS Operate. The OPS Backbone Suite enables Konica Minolta to be pro-active.
Thresholds for triggering pro-active support calls from the
helpdesk to key users, field engineers’ deployment, and
toner cartridge/consumable delivery will be set to best
practice experience, based on expected utilization patterns.
These will be adjusted during operation to optimize device
availability and to minimize consignment stock of
consumables. A copy of each alert can be sent by e-mail
to the customer internal IT support to avoid piling up of
support calls and to support basic trouble-shooting.
The respective national Konica Minolta Helpdesk (Customer
Care Center) will be
available during normal
business hours depending on the location. It will pro-actively contact key users
and/or customer internal IT support in order to raise awareness and support by
phone to potentially solve any problems as soon as possible. Based on error
severity and/or frequency a Konica Minolta field technician will be dispatched,
who will call ahead to announce his actual arrival on-site.
Consumable delivery for redeployed non-Konica Minolta printers is established
accordingly by Konica Minolta. They also provide technical support; either by
educating own field technicians, by working with a certified service partner, or
by utilizing/establishing swap-service processes and facilities. In case of bottlenecks in the availability for non-Konica Minolta devices, they will closely monitor
the uptime of respective devices against the agreed SLAs. If or not alternative support scenarios should be built
or a replacement by Konica Minolta products should be considered, will be part of the regular and/or eventbased round table discussions with the respective client’s management (see below). For phasing out and
replacing non-Konica Minolta printers the usual proposal is to use a decision matrix based on
⇒ End of depreciation period
⇒ Over-/under-utilization patterns
⇒ Accumulation of critical interventions/downtimes
According to the selected level of OPS Monitor records and reports on the actual fleet, its utilization against
recommendations, service and consumable delivery incidents, and SLA fulfilment are available online at all
times for the client’s authorized staff. In addition Konica Minolta may deliver regular management reports with
recommendations for easy to realize improvements in file format. Format and content can be adapted to local
wishes.
OPS Improve usually includes a quarterly or 6 months rhythm for OPS review board meetings. For those,
Konica Minolta will prepare a more comprehensive management report and improvement proposals. Discussion
will also be moved forward to more deeply intervening changes, if appropriate, based on technical and
economic considerations. This might include e.g. swap of devices in the fleet, replacement of devices (Konica
Minolta and non Konica Minolta), adding of functionality, and further improvements to document based business
processes using Konica Minolta solutions (e.g. document capture and routing, accounting, DMS etc.).
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Results
By engaging with Konica Minolta as global managed print services provider clients achieve the following added
values:
⇒ Improvement of print services due to high product quality, excellent service, and a fleet design based
on thorough analysis
⇒ Reduction of paper consumption due to establishment and enforcement of dedicated print rules and
policies
⇒ Reduction of print and copy volume as well as toner consumption due to the same reason
⇒ Reduction of indirect, internal cost related to administrative handling due to substantially reduced fleet,
unification of the provider, and to OPS service levels
⇒ Reduction of internal support load due to automated operation and maintenance processes
⇒ Reduction of power consumption and carbon footprint
⇒ Reduction of TCO as a result of the above

OPS – the “best of” Konica Minolta’s strengths
Looking at the single components of Optimized Print Services, there’s nothing that Konica Minolta is not doing
since years. Some services and abilities simply have been the best operative answers to general market
demands; some have been specifically developed and set on stage on individual clients’ requests; some are
recently brought into a new shape in order to support the big step forward for clients and us:
OPS seamlessly merges the components into a comprehensive, yet easily scalable value proposition
that Konica Minolta provides to all clients who see their benefit in it across the globe.
Still, it’s worth mentioning.
1.

In Eastern and Western Europe Konica Minolta has been among the pioneers of pay-per-page
offerings and the related consultancy, for calculating the actual full TCO, and for creating well-founded
optimization proposals. After 10 years, Konica Minolta has formalized that knowledge and experience
collected in many customer engagements, and now has spread the essence of it across the entire
European sale organisation – along with the needed tools and procedures. In every European country
any client will find a well educated highly motivated group of skilful and resourceful Konica Minolta OPS
consultants.

2.

In the majority of European countries Konica Minolta is specifically valued for its service and support
availability and quality. They have been investing into direct service delivery capabilities continuously.
They have been excelling in implementing and operating a unique, e-learning-based, global education
and certification system for technicians. They have the “hand and feet on the street” to not just make
brilliant concepts, but to practically deliver Optimized Print Services.

3.

Optimized Print Services is a truly global offering. Of course, local specialties can and should never be
excluded – service expectations and service delivery remain one of the last domains of local colour in a
global village. But Konica Minolta is offering the same core portfolio of services all around the globe,
shares the approach and methodology of project management across Europe, and uses the same
OPS Backbone Suite in Asia, North America, and Europe.

Konica Minolta account managers and consultants are looking forward to any opportunity for further discussing
possible mutual benefits from an Optimized Print Services engagement, and to any RFQ/RFP requesting
managed print services.
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